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Biological context

The 115-residue hypothetical protein TM1290 is a
member of the COG1433 protein family, and it has se-
quence similarity to NifX and the C-terminal domain
of NifB (Shah et al., 1999). These proteins are in-
volved in the biosynthesis of the iron-molybdenum co-
factor (FeMo-co) of dinitrogenase, an enzyme which
catalyzes the reduction of nitrogen gas to ammonium
in an ATP- and reductant-dependent reaction (Rubio
et al., 2002).

This paper documents the first de novo protein
structure determination using the algorithms ATNOS
(Herrmann et al., 2002a) for automated NOESY peak
picking and NOE identification, and CANDID (Her-
rmann et al., 2002b) for automated NOE assignment,
which enables direct feedback between the 3D pro-
tein structure and the raw NMR data during protein
structure refinement.

Methods and results

TM1290 was selected as a pilot NMR project in
the Joint Center for Structural Genomics (JCSG). Its
expression and purification was reported previously
(Etezady-Esfarjani et al., 2003).

For the NMR data acquisition, we used a 2.6 mM

D2O solution of unlabeled TM1290, and solutions
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in 95% H2O/5% D2O (v/v) of 2.3 mM uniformly
15N-labeled and 3.8 mM uniformly 13C/15N-labeled
protein. The pH was 6.0.

Three NOESY spectra were recorded on a Bruker
Avance900 spectrometer with a mixing time tm =
70 ms at T = 313 K: 3D 15N-resolved [1H,1H]-
NOESY in H2O (Zuiderweg and Fesik, 1989); 3D
13C-resolved [1H,1H]-NOESY (Ikura et al., 1990) in
H2O with the 13C carrier frequency in the aliphatic
region; 2D [1H,1H]-NOESY in D2O. These spec-
tra were automatically analyzed with the software
ATNOS/CANDID (Herrmann et al., 2002a,b) in-
corporated in the torsion angle dynamics program
DYANA (Güntert et al., 1997). The input con-
sisted of the chemical shifts obtained from the previ-
ous sequence-specific resonance assignment (Etezady-
Esfarjani et al., 2003) and the three NOESY spectra.
The standard protocol with seven cycles of ATNOS
peak picking, CANDID NOE assignment and DYANA
3D structure calculation was applied (Herrmann et al.,
2002a, b). Stereospecific assignments of 40 valine and
leucine isopropyl methyl groups were determined ex-
perimentally by biosynthetic fractional 13C-labeling.
For each cycle of structure calculation, these 40 stereo-
specific assignments, and 142 constraints for the back-
bone dihedral angles derived from Cα chemical shifts
(Spera and Bax, 1991) were added to the NOESY
input. For the final structure calculation in cycle 7,
only distance constraints were retained that could be
unambiguously assigned based on the protein three-
dimensional structure from cycle 6. A total of 2,444
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Table 1. Input for the structure calculation and characterization of
the energy-minimized NMR structures of TM1290

Quantity Valuea

NOE upper distance limits 2444

Dihedral angle constraints 142

Residual target function [Å2] 1.91 ± 0.51

Residual NOE violations

Number ≥ 0.1 Å 34 ± 4 (27–42)

Maximum [Å] 0.15 ± 0.01 (0.14–0.16)

Residual angle violations

Number ≥ 2.5 deg 7 ± 1 (4–10)

Maximum [deg] 4.76 ± 0.72 (3.54–7.01)

Amber energies [kcal/mol]

Total −4354.95 ± 62.88

van der Waals −279.04 ± 15.93

Electrostatic −5008.90 ± 70.16

rmsd from ideal geometry

Bond lengths [Å] 0.0079 ± 0.0002

Bond angles [deg] 2.08 ± 0.04

rmsd to the mean coordinates [Å]b

bb (4–43, 55–110) 0.31 ± 0.03 (0.26–0.37)

ha (4–43, 55–110) 0.75 ± 0.07 (0.65–0.91)

Ramachandran plot statistics

Most favored region (%) 66.2

Additional allowed region (%) 29.9

Generously allowed region (%) 2.6

Disallowed region (%) 1.3

aExcept for the top two entries, the average value for the 20
energy-minimized conformers with the lowest residual DYANA tar-
get function values and the standard deviation among them are listed,
with the minimum and maximum values given in parentheses.
bbb indicates the backbone atoms N, Cα , C′; ha stands for ‘all heavy
atoms’. The numbers in parentheses indicate the residues for which
the rmsd was calculated.

meaningful NOE upper distance constraints, extracted
from a total of 5,309 assigned NOESY cross peaks,
were used as input for the final structure calculation
(Table 1, Figure 1). The 20 conformers with the low-
est residual DYANA target function values obtained
from cycle 7 were energy-refined in a water shell with
the program OPALp (Luginbühl et al., 1996), using
the AMBER force field (Cornell et al., 1995). The
program MOLMOL (Koradi et al., 1996) was used to
analyze the protein structure and to prepare the figures.

The solution structure of TM1290 contains a five-
stranded β-sheet with residues 2–7, 25–30, 35–40,

64–66 and 84–86, three α-helices with residues 53–
58, 75–79 and 93–101, and a 310-helical turn 20–22
(Figure 1). The five β-strands are combined together
in the order β3, β2, β1, β4 and β5, where β2 is anti-
parallel to the other four β-strands, and the β-sheet has
a pronounced right-handed twist. The β-sheet is sand-
wiched between the helices α1 and α2 on one side, and
the helix α3 on the other side. A well-structured loop
with residues 8–19 connects β1 and the 310-helical
turn. A poorly defined loop with residues 41–52 is
located between β3 and α1 (Figure 1). For the five
residues 47–50 and 52, no correlation peaks in the
2D [1H,15N]-HSQC spectrum could be identified (data
not shown), indicating either rapid exchange of the
corresponding amide protons with the solvent or slow
conformational exchange.

Discussion and conclusions

The TM1290 α/β motif is present in seven protein su-
perfamilies, where the members of the ribonuclease
HI family have the closest fold similarity to TM1290.

Using an upper distance limit of 4.2 Å for the dis-
tances between carboxyl oxygen atoms of Asp or Glu
and side-chain nitrogen atoms of Arg, Lys or His, each
of the salt bridges Arg 2–Asp 30, Lys 84–Glu 107 and
Arg 87–Glu 89 (Figure 2) is present in at least 10 out
of the 20 energy-minimized conformers of TM1290
(Figure 1). With an upper distance limit of 4.5 Å, an
additional salt bridge between Glu 37 and Lys 60 was
identified (Figure 2). The spatial arrangement of these
ion pair interactions appears to be an important factor
for the stabilization of a large surface cleft between the
central β-sheet and the helix α3 (Figure 2). On one side
of the cleft, the orientation of the flanking helix α3 is
constrained through the Lys 84–Glu 107 and Arg 87–
Glu 89 ion pairs. On the other side, the arrangement of
the strands β1–β4 is stabilized by the salt bridges Arg
2–Asp 30 and Glu 37–Lys 60.

MTH1175 (Cort et al., 2001) and TM1290 are two
proteins in the COG1433 family of 15 proteins for
which NMR structures have been determined. These
two proteins have 45% sequence identity, and cor-
respondingly very similar folds. In both proteins the
central segment connecting the β strand to helix α1
(residues 45–53 in MTH1175 and 45–51 in TM1290)
is structurally only poorly defined (Figure 1). Mul-
tiple sequence alignments of COG1433 proteins (data
not shown) did not reveal any conserved residues in
this segment, but showed a conserved XXEN (X =
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Figure 1. (A) Stereoview of the bundle of 20 energy-minimized DYANA conformers representing the NMR structure of the hypothetical
protein TM1290. The superposition is for best fit of the backbone atoms N, Cα and C′ of the residues 4–43 and 55–110. The entire polypeptide
backbone with residues 1–115 is shown in green, and to ease access to the structure some sequence positions are indicated with green letters.
The side chains with local displacement values up to 1.0 Å and solvent accessibility < 30%, which form the core of the protein, are shown in
blue. (B) Stereoview of a ribbon representation of the closest conformer to the mean coordinates of the bundle in (A). Same orientation as in
(A). The regular secondary structures α1 to α3, 310, and β1 to β5 are identified.

Val, Ile) motif preceding this disordered region. These
observations indicate that the disordered central loop
might be an interaction site between TM1290 and a
physiological binding partner, which possibly will be-
come structured in the complex with this hypothetical
partner molecule. However, a functional assignment
for TM1290 remains open at this point, and no evid-
ence could be found for a nucleic acid binding site in

TM1290 that would correspond to the basic protrusion
in Rnase H (Katayanagi et al., 1992).

In view of the demand for high-throughput NMR
studies of proteins in current structural proteomics
initiatives, any further automation of the NMR struc-
ture determination process will be attractive (Gün-
tert, 2003). The presently used ATNOS/CANDID
approach for automated NOESY spectral analysis fol-
lows the prime objectives of increasing the efficiency
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Figure 2. Transparent surface presentation of TM1290 superim-
posed with a spline function through the Cα positions. A cleft
bounded by the helix α3 and the β-sheet is visible at the top
(see text). The side chains of four pairs of salt bridge-forming
amino acids are shown with stick diagrams and identified with the
one-letter amino acid code and the sequence numbers. Same orient-
ation of TM1290 as in Figure 1, with the disordered loop 41–52 in
the lower right.

as well as the reliability of protein structure determin-
ation by NMR. This paper confirms that this approach
is capable of meeting the aforementioned goals. Fur-
thermore, during the application of ATNOS/CANDID
for the de novo structure determination of TM1290,
previous conclusions on the proper performance of the
automated approach derived from model calculations
(Herrmann et al., 2002a,b) could be confirmed. In
this de novo structure determination of TM1290, AT-
NOS/CANDID dramatically enhanced the efficiency
of the NOESY spectral analysis when compared to
conventional, interactive procedures.

Atomic coordinates for a bundle of 20 con-
formers representing the NMR solution structure of
TM1290 have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank
(http://www.rcsb.org; PDB ID code 1RDU).
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